YOUR FAX 339 HAS BEEN FORWARDED TO DR. OJEME IN WASHINGTON.

His reply will be transmitted as soon as received.

In the meantime, you may wish to re-read NWY840 addressed to NGWUBE TSELPNJHN<TL> TO YOU, and also NWY 842 addressed to NGWUBE.<COLL NWY853 NWY840 NWY842++++

---

LET LX 5 6 20

FOR O FROM K

LDB.99.

MANAKIAH.

COLL LDB.99 MANAKIAH.

---

ECTRN TOEBO EDUYW USBQZ FCIED OTPIT SAMID HTTLE SAENH O RLA
ADEHK ONOSS OMDHR SDGUE TOFAR MRLFS OCODB CTZJAEJ<AsTMB<
MMVCT 21/20 EYONR SONGO LTAET RANED KAUR QEEU VSEEQ JEOY<
DELER SMGEEHO JEIE NEETE GDSOE SROM OENTO TTDDY FYTIT<
TOODY MROSOS OYUDE 42/20

COLL 21/20 42/20